DENTAL DECODER!
Unscramble the letters to form dental words and use the highlighted letters to answer the mystery question.

- sofsl
- rhbus
- otoht
- ilsme
- edacy
- hccepku
- rxya
- menale

What did the dentist call the astronaut’s cavity?

“**A**

Solution: **HOLE**
WORD SEARCH
Can you find all the hidden words?

TOOTH
WHITE
RINSE
FLOSS
SMILE
TOOTHBRUSH
GUMS
HYGIENIST
TOOTHPASTE
CAVITY
EXAM
MOLAR
APPOINTMENT
DENTIST
CHECKUP
TEETH
XRAY
FILLING
ENAMEL

G L A U X Y M R C F E G M A K
O P P G I R B B G A L I E E E V
C T P U H S M I L E V T I S J
T O O T H B R U S H S I G Z Q
I M I Y J H C V D A B N T X C
F H N N A E D H P W I Y M Y I
V Y T P V E C H E L T E E T H
S G M Z G Z T O L C S Y C R C
W I E L I O X I R N K X N C O
H E N W O V F V I L E U R B B
I N T T H G P R I L N G P A H
T I X D E N T I S T A U L D Y
E S K T O O T H V R M M L K K
E T E X A M C C V S E S O F O
O K B B M O L A R F L O S S H

FUN FACT:
Like fingerprints, everyone’s tongue print is different.
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**FUN FACT:**
Giraffes only have bottom teeth.

**ORAL SLEUTH!**
Spot the six (6) differences.

- A molar bear

What did the dental hygienist see at the North Pole?

1. Light bulb is missing.
2. Upper shark tooth is missing.
3. Toothbrush handle is shorter.
4. Buckle is missing on left shoe.
5. Tongue is hidden.
6. Chair base is shorter.

**UNTANGLE THE FLOSS**

**Canadian Dental Hygienists Association**
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The blue whale, the largest mammal on earth, eats only tiny shrimp because it has no teeth.
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